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Honorable & Mentionable...
One of the greatest challenges facing education today is that of gear
ing itself to the space age in which we live while at the same time pre
serving and extending the traditional values.
The feature article in this issue of Alumnus is devoted to man's race
for the moon and its technological advances. This is appropriate.
Our space program has been much on the minds of most Americans
in recent weeks, following the tragic death of three astronauts prepar
ing for the next manned space flight and eventual landing on the moon.
As great as their loss is—and no amount of soliloquizing can lessen it
—the fact that our efforts to conquer outer space thus far have proved as
economical in human lives as they have is a tribute to all those involved.
The loss of astronauts Chaffee, Grissom, and White, however, adds
still one more reason why the American space program must be con
tinued. If it is not, we have extracted from them too great a price.
—R.G.H.
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The Cover The moon, that once elusive subject of man's dreams,
stands now as a prime target for space age exploration. Photographer
Werner H. Mertz took the cover picture, using a combination of
camera and telescope in a technique developed through
one of his hobbies, astronomy.

The Moon Now more than the subject for man's dreams and
the object of the astronomer's gaze, the moon is rapidly
coming within reach. A leading SIU scientist, Dr.
William C. Shaw, tells why this is appropriate in this
month's feature article, beginning on page 2.

NIT Bound Coach Jack Hartman's highflying Saluki basketballers
gained a place among the nation's elite teams when invited to
participate in the 30th annual National Invitational Tournament
in New York City's Madison Square Garden this month.
Story on page 14.

News of the Campus, page 6/Landmarks as Guideposts, page 9/The Millionth Vol
ume, page 73/Alumni Association, page 17/Class Notes, page 18.

. . most gigantic nonmilitary enterprise ever undertaken by man"

Why
Shoot for
the Moon?
BY DR. WILLIAM SHAW
Once the classic example of absurdity was to "ask for
the moon." Today this is not so silly.
Our moon is about 240,000 miles away. All other
visible objects in the heavens are ten to tenbillionbillion
times as far. The distance to the moon is only about ten
times around the earth. Astronauts do this—ten times
around the earth—in fifteen hours.
Our space program is the most gigantic nonmilitary
enterprise ever undertaken by man. We are spending
about 5billion dollars each year on it. That's $13mil
lion a day. It sounds like a lot, but let's compare it with
some other expenditures. We spend about $22million a
day on tobacco and about $30million a day on alcohol.
Our military efforts cost more than $200million a day.
Our space program costs each of us about seven cents
a day; our military and defense program costs each of
us more than a dollar a day.
This perspective may change the picture a little, but
we still have good reason to ask, "Why shoot for the
moon?"
Some people, of course, think we should not. These
range from those who are violently opposed to those who
think it just isn't worth the effort and that we should
devote ourselves to more important things. Those most
strongly opposed are some religious leaders. They feel
we have no business "up there." That is God's territory.
They compare our space efforts to the tower of Babel
and predict dire consequences.
These arguments would carry more weight had not
every scientific advance since Galileo's telescope been
opposed for similar reasons.

Of course there are some opposed to the conquest of
space because it is of "no earthly use." In 1840 Senator
Daniel Webster refused to vote one cent for the develop
ment of the West—it was, to quote him, "a howling
wilderness that could never be of the slightest use to
anybody."
There are others who are opposed because they be
lieve we should not be spending "all that money," or
that it should be spent on something else—the poverty
program, health research, or population control. Let me
take these items one by one—poverty, health, and popu
lation.
When a feminine admirer poured some perfume on
Jesus Christ, the disciples protested, saying the value
could be better spent on the poor. Jesus, you recall,
didn't agree. The same argument has been used to op
pose every enterprise for beautification of our surround
ings or for the expansion of human knowledge.
Health research to cure cancer or the common cold
is already hard put to hire enough medical doctors to
conduct present programs. It might also be argued that
the poverty program and health research only aggravate
our most serious problem, that of population control.
Population control is indeed the biggest problem con
fronting the human race today. If the population growth

This article is based on a talk Dr. Shaw made earlier this
school year at an American Association of University Women
meeting. In minor editing for publication, every effort was
made to retain the original conversational tone.
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. . the kind of game we should play"

continues at the present rate, a century from now the
entire earth will be human flesh. Of course this is ab
surd. At least one of several things will happen before
that time. These include:
1. Group suicides resulting from the stress syndrome,
as observed in the overcrowded lemmings, whales, and
rats.
2. A new potent virus or plague.
3. Famine—obviously the answer if one of the others
doesn't take over.
4. War—on a scale never known before, and which
could now solve the population problem for millions of
years to come.
5. Birth control.
Some have suggested that going to the moon would
solve the population problem. But a little calculation
easily shows this is not a good reason for going to the
moon. The only sensible solution to the population prob
lem is birth control, and if we do not use this answer
one or more of the others will be automatically applied.
But large sums of money are not required to apply this
answer. The technological problems of birth control are
practically solved. Those problems that remain are politi
cal and religious—and money alone won't help here.
Let's study war just a little more. The causes of war
are clear. One is the biological function of population
control—mass murder—that it has served through the
ages. But now on a large scale, war is mass suicide and
is a little less attractive—except perhaps in unhappy
lands such as China. Other, more obvious reasons for
war include conquest and the desire to impose one
group's culture, politics, and religion on another.
These first three reasons for war may be briefly stated:
(1) annihilation, (2) conquest, and (3) persuasion.
They are not good reasons for starting a war today.
The next three may be better—and now I'm getting
back to my subject. Please note that these reasons for
war can also be satisfied by other means, such as the
moon shot. These reasons include: (1) satisfaction of
psychological needs for competition, excitement, adven
ture, and danger; (2) to focus attention on a national
goal to unify and solidify a nation, and (3) to stimulate
the economy and provide productive activity in industry,
education, and research.
I have referred to the moon shot as a game, a con
test, a race. Yes, it is this, and because of this it has
4

been sold to Congress and the American public. I grant
the validity of the idea of a game. It is the kind of game
we should play, and which many of us enjoy. It is much
better than war. As in an athletic contest, we can ad
mire the feats of our competitor and can even congrat
ulate him. And, unlike war, both of us can win.
But having people believe that this business is just a
game to see who is first on the moon disturbs many of
us. Some people think it is just a big stunt, showing off,
something that might help our prestige a little. If this
were the only reason, it might be possible to persuade a
fickle Congress to pull back—only to be followed by a
hysterical crash program the next time the Russians
score some points. This blowing hot, then cold, can
wreck the program or make it tremendously more ex
pensive.
Scientists working on government programs are justi
fiably frightened and wary. The memory of the Mc
Carthy era is still with us and whimsical mass hirings
and firings of engineers in the 1950's is well remembered
by many. Less than three percent of the members of
Congress today have any scientific background, and this
includes former medical doctors, dentists, druggists, and
a nurse. Eleven percent of the signers of the Declaration
of Independence were scientists.
The race or game reason for shooting the moon just
isn't enough. Congress and the public must see that there
are many reasons which are much better.
Another reason sometimes given for shooting the moon
is "because it is there." This phrase must have originated
with some mountain climber. But it isn't good enough,
either. Should we go half way 'round the world to count
the cats in Zanzibar simply because there are cats in
Zanzibar?
The moon will be—and already is, to some extent—a
paying proposition. Let me tell you about a few of the
payoffs, and if you would know more I suggest the book,
The Case for Going to the Moon, by Neil P. Ruzic, from
which I got some of my material for thi* talk. 1 shall
discuss a few of the payoffs to the ^suonomer, the
physicist, the engineer, and industry, and then several
to the general public.
Earthbound astronomy is limited to a few narrow
bands of the spectrum by our atmosphere—an atmos
phere which we think of as transparent but which is
opaque as coal in many parts of the spectrum. It also

. . we will mine the moon9

distorts, beclouds, and causes images to flicker—call it
twinkle if you like. Telescopes in space and on the stable,
airless moon will open new windows to secrets of our
universe as yet unimagined.
Most research in physics is now done in a vacuum,
and much at very low temperature. The equipment to
attain even a fairly good vacuum here on earth is tre
mendously expensive, cumbersome, difficult to work
with, and limited in volume. The vacuum on the moon
is limitless and about one thousand times better than
what we can attain here except by extreme measures.
With this vacuum and the temperatures available, a
laboratory on the moon would open up new avenues of
research in solid state physics, plasma physics, super
conductivity, and many branches of electronics.
Many metals and alloys can be prepared best in the
absence of an atmosphere. The day will come—perhaps
within our lifetimes—when many such materials will be
shipped from moon to earth.
Since the moon is much smaller than earth—about
oneeightieth the size—it cooled and solidified much
quicker and its gravity is less. These are some reasons for
believing that the heavy precious metals such as plati
num, rhodium, gold, and uranium ore are much more
abundant near the surface of the moon. We will mine
the moon.
But the main reason overriding all others is the tech
nological transfer—call it byproducts or fallout, if you
will—from the effort to attain that goal, the moon. All
of you understand this, I know. You set out to attain
a goal—a college diploma. You prize that piece of paper,
but actually it is worthless in itself—as worthless as just
getting a man on the moon. The real payoff is what
we learn in attaining some set goal and where the mo
mentum carries us after attaining it.
Already we are getting many byproducts of the space
effort. A few of these include:
• Better dry cells to operate your flashlight, radio,
and kids' toys, and rechargeable batteries for your
toothbrush and electric knife. These are the direct
result of space research in packaging energy.
• Insecticides and plastics are much cheaper to
manufacture as a result of space research.
• Medical instrumentation has taken tremendous
strides in space research. Soon you will wait for the
doctor in a special chair and he will have a com

DR. WILLIAM SHAW

plete record on your heart, blood pressure, and the
like when you go into his office.
• Crippled people will soon have a sixlegged
wheelless chair capable of climbing stairs and sur
mounting obstacles.
Government, business and industry, and education
are beginning to reap benefits from two new techniques
developed as a consequence of the complexity of the
space program. One of these is called PERT—PERT
for Program Evaluation and Review Technique—a
method of planning and proceeding on large scale, com
plex enterprises.
The other is reliability engineering. This is a mathe
matical technique for analyzing complex systems and
anticipating and preventing failures. It is largely respon
sible for the reliability of our space missions to date. It
is finding many applications in industry.
The list could be made much longer, of course, even
though our space effort is still young. As we progress the
list will grow longer still.
With a few digressions I have given you some reasons
for not going to the moon, then some generally accepted
but not very good reasons for going. My final points
have been what I believe to be excellent reasons why
we must go.
•
Dr. Shaw is professor of physics at the Edwardsville
campus, previously serving as an analyst in science and
technology at the Naval Ordnance Test Station at China
Lake, Calif. Last summer he was one of thirty selected
scientists from the U.S. and Canada attending a sixweek
Institute on Reliability at the University of Arizona,
sponsored by the National Science Foundation. Subject
of the institute was recent developments in the mathe
matical theory of reliability arising from specific needs of
the space exploration program.
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Class Phaseout Begins
Seventh, ninth, and tenth grade
classes at University School will be
discontinued next fall as the Univer
sity begins a planned phasing out of
junior and senior high school classes
there.
Some 275 students now attending
University School will be affected by
the move next September, according
to present enrollment statistics. Most
would attend public schools in Car
bondale, while some thirty live in dis
tricts outside the city.
The phasing out plan was an
nounced after officials of the Uni

News
of the
Campus

versity and Garbondale grade and
high school boards met to discuss
problems involved.
Robert W. MacVicar, SIU vice
president for academic affairs, said
the cutback in University School op
eration was necessitated by elimina
tion of operating funds from the
University budget for the coming
biennium.
The State Board of Higher Edu
cation, despite a special plea by
President Delyte W. Morris, elimi
nated the $907,850 requested for
University School operation from
SIU budget requests.
MacVicar said the University
realizes accepting responsibility for
the former University School stu
dents may create problems for the
public school districts.
6

Alumni Service and post office employees prepare for mailing part of the 65,000
questionnaires sent to students, alumni, and facultystaff members of SIU. Prepared
by the University's specially created Study Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics,
the questionnaires call for a sportbysport evaluation of the present SIU athletics
program. Results will be used by the commission in making recommendations on the
future of athletics at the University.

"The University will cooperate
with the boards of education in
volved to the maximum extent of
its resources to make the change
over without causing undue hard
ship," he said.
More and more SIU student
teachers in recent years have been
assigned to public schools for their
practice teaching, MacVicar said.
"Continued operation of a small
high school would seem questionable
unless it could be transformed into
a research and experimental school,"
he said, "and this changeover was
denied through failure of the higher
board to recommend the necessary
funds."

Graduate Demand Up
Demand for collegetrained man
power by business and industry is so
"bullish" that 1967 graduates will
enjoy what may be the most com
petitive recruiting season in history.

This is the prediction of Roye R.
Bryant '30, SIU Placement Services
director and president of the College
Placement Council, Inc., based on
the council's midyear survey of job
offers.
Offers to bachelor's degree can
didates reported by placement of
fices at 116 colleges and universities
are running fortytwo percent ahead
of 1965, the survey shows, with de
mand for technical students having
climbed fiftynine percent in the two
year period.
Figures in the current report,
limited to male students, covers
actual offers made by employers
from September 1 to midDecember
of last year.
Salaries offered have risen 5.2 per
cent to an average of $702 per
month for bachelor's degree candi
dates with technical backgrounds
and 4.6 percent to $596 a month to
those in nontechnical fields.
The aerospace industry remains
the "hottest" area for employment,

the survey shows, accounting for al
most onethird of the total number
of job offers. Other areas of great
demand are public utilities, electron
ics, chemicals and drugs, metals,
public accounting, and petroleum.
Dollarwise, the electronics indus
try is in first place with an average
offer of $712 a month. By fields of
training, the greatest demand is for
engineering graduates, followed by
accounting and business.
The volume of offers to doctoral
degree candidates is almost double
that of a year ago, the report shows,
while those to master's degree can
didates have increased by sixteen
percent.

Stalk Rot Progress
Two SIU researchers have re
ported significant progress in their
attempt to track down chemicals
which may provide resistance to stalk
rot in corn plants.
Chemist James BeMiller and bot
anist A. J. Pappelis have isolated and
identified a compound which is pres
ent in live cornstalk cells and which
is toxic to the fungus which causes
stalk rot.
In support of their continued
quest for other chemicals which may
do the same thing, the National Sci
ence Foundation has awarded the
scientists $36,800 in research funds
to support two more years of study.
In the past four years, stalk rot
studies at SIU have received more
than $135,000 in outside support,
making the University a world leader
in this field of research. Other closely
related projects by BeMiller and
Pappelis have been financed by a
variety of other agencies.
Stalk rot is a billion dollar disease
the world over, with yearly losses in
Illinois alone estimated at about
$100million.
Earlier studies by the SIU sci
entists have shown that stalk rot is a
disease of old age, with individual

cells of a corn plant losing chemical
compounds which impart resistance
to rot.
Isolation of other chemicals within
the stalk which perform as resistance
agents to rot would pave the way
for improved breeding, fertilizing,
and cultural practices resulting in
less diseaseprone plants, the SIU
team believes.

In Library Group
SIU has been elected to member
ship in the Association of Research
Libraries, an organization of eighty
major research libraries across the
nation which plays a major role in
bibliographic controls.
The University also is a member
of the Center for Research Libraries,
an interlibrary association composed
largely of major universities in the
Midwest which makes available on
loan to members more than two mil
lion volumes of seldomused research
material.
SIU libraries now contain more
than one million volumes.

Training Grant
SIU has received a $650,000 fed
eral grant through the Illinois Board
of Vocational Education to continue
a vocational retraining program in
East St. Louis.
The money will finance training of
750 persons under a Manpower De
velopment and Training Act con
tract held by the SIU Division of
Technical and Adult Education. The
East St. Louis MDTA project was
begun in 1965, one of the first in
the nation.
The continuation grant will allow
for training of 250 youths in more
than a dozen occupation fields and
500 adults in twelve others. Fields of
training range from service station
attendant to medical laboratory as
sistant and nursing aide.

Winter Enrollment Up
Winter quarter enrollment on both
SIU campuses totalled 24,566, an
increase of 437 students over the
same period last year.
The enrollment figure
includes
17,465 students on the Carbondale
campus and 7,101 at Edwardsville.
A breakdown shows a continua
tion in the yeartoyear enrollment
climb of the Graduate School, which
registered 3,779 students for the
winter term—a jump of sixteen
percent over the winter of 1966.
Not included in the enrollment
totals are 448 persons registered for
extension classes and 571 pupils in
University School.

Irish Studies Group
With addition of four extensive
collections to its archival material on
the Irish literary movement, SIU has
organized an informal Irish Studies
Committee to stimulate research and
general interest in that field.
Ralph E. McCoy, director of li
braries, last summer made a two
week trip to Ireland seeking Irish
material. He gained two collections
relating to the Abbey Theatre, an
other of correspondence associated
with W. B. Yeats, and a fourth rep
resenting files of two Irish literary
magazines.
All have been received and are
now being catalogued.
Largest of the collections consists
of books, plays, manuscripts, photo
graphs, and other material belong
ing to the late Lennox Robinson,
playwright and longtime director of
the Abbey Theatre. Purchased from
Robinson's widow, it includes books
from his personal library, annotated
copies of plays, drafts of his own
plays and other literary works, and
his correspondence with such Irish
literary figures as Shaw, O'Casey,
and others.
Robinson's letters from Yeats and
7

among a score of faculty members
who comprise the new Irish Studies
Committee.
Among other things, the group
hopes to sponsor lectures, encourage
exchange of faculty and students,
stimulate library development, and
promote courses concerning Ireland.

SIU Record Released
The SIU Male Glee Club has re
leased a longplay record of choice
selections from its concerts of past
seasons, including both classical and
lighter music.
The record is available in both
monaural and stereo and may be
ordered by mail from the Office of
University Choirs, SIU music de
partment, Carbondale. Price is $5.
Performances included were under
the direction of Robert Kingsbury.
The recording was released by Cen
tury Records, Los Angeles, Calif. Its
fullcolor jacket includes a picture
of the Glee Club and list of club
members.

Stadium Study Made

Karen Bedwell, 20yearold sophomore from Carbondale, has been named SIU
Aerospace Queen by campus Air Force R.O.T.C. cadets. Miss Bedwell, who will
reign at cadet functions and represent the R.O.T.C. unit at campus and civic af
fairs, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bedwell. Her father is director of the
Small Business Institute in the SIU School of Business.

Lady Gregory had previously been
obtained from Mrs. Robinson. They
are to be published by the Univer
sity Press.
Another Abbey Theatre collection
has been acquired from the corre
spondence files of Gabriel Fallon,
present director of the Abbey. Also
important for SIU's collection is a
8

large volume of correspondence be
tween philosopherauthor Arland
Ussher and Joseph Hone, Yeats'
biographer.
Two contemporary Irish literary
figures, poet Thomas Kinsella and
Eoin O'Mahoney, journalist and
radio commentator, currently are
visiting professors at SIU. They are

An Ohio engineering firm
has
been retained to study feasible sites
for a proposed new SIU football
stadium.
The firm, Osborn Engineering Co.
of Cleveland, will evaluate three or
four possible stadium locations. The
survey will consider parking, pedes
trian and automobile access, utilities,
possible construction phasing, and
other factors.
SIU's existing McAndrew Sta
dium is scheduled to be displaced by
classroom and office construction.
The field is located in what is now
a prime academic expansion area
of the central campus.
A final decision on the new sta
dium's size will be made after com
pletion of a study of the entire SIU
intercollegiate athletics program.

Federal Judge Fred L. Wham, a
life member of the SIU Alumni Association and recipient of an Alumni Achievement Award in 1958, died
in Centralia February 2 after an illness of seven weeks. He was 82.
Mr. Wham was appointed judge
of the U.S. District Court for the
eastern district of Illinois in 1927 by
President Calvin Coolidge, and
served in that capacity until 1956
when he was named a senior judge
by assignment. From that time until
his recent illness he had served federal courts throughout the nation.
A member of a prominent Illinois
family of attorneys which through
the years had many close associations

with SIU, Judge Wham attended
the University from 1901 to 1904.
He later received a law degree from
the University of Illinois.
In October of 1949, Judge Wham
delivered an address at the University's 75th Anniversary Diamond
Jubilee Homecoming celebration.
That address, titled <e Landmarks
as Guideposts," is reprinted here
both as a tribute to the late Mr.
Wham and because—even though
the University has greatly expanded
its base of service in the years since—
it still stands as a notable expression
of the distinctions which have elevated SIU to its present position and
the challenges which lie ahead*

MR. WHAM

'Landmarks as Guideposts'

* Because of limitations of space, the address could not be reprinted in its entirety; omissions in the text are indicated where
they occur, however.

It is appropriate and significant that the Homecoming Celebration of the 75th birthday of Southern should
be launched with a Reunion Dinner honoring the older
alumni, the faculty emeritus and former members of the
board. Giving first recognition to them whose loyalties
were earliest bespeaks for this institution a proud and
inspiring past—a past that has laid a solid foundation
upon which greatness not only can but has already been
built—a past which will constitute a continuing challenge to build even better, if we can . . .
Giving this address would be a depressing assignment,
were it not possible, in contemplating the record and
prospects of our alma mater, to point to her past with
pride, to her present with gratification and to her future
with confident hope and expectancy. Fortunately, all this
can be done here while remaining far within the bounds
of truth. This institution has a past of such solid growth
9

and achievement and a present stature of such recog
nized strength and character that confident belief in its
future is compelled. Unfortunately, it lies beyond my
ability and experience as a thinker and writer in the
field of education to draw fully from the facts of the
past and present the profound lessons they teach for
the future. Many of you could do better, not only be
cause of your longer association with the school, but by
reason of your truer comprehension of the significance of
its past and the nature of its obligations to the future. All
of you, even as I, love the school, are grateful for the op
portunities it afforded us as individuals, and treasure
nostalgic memories of delightful days and experiences
here. Only in affectionate regard for her and in gratitude
for the much she gave me do I claim equality with the
best of you. So, with hearts and minds united by the
bond of affection and gratitude we owe in common our
alma mater, let us consider together the events of the
past and see if we cannot discover landmarks that may
properly serve as guideposts for the larger future that
lies ahead.
But some of you may say, now that our old school has
become a university in fact, with a proud name and an
independent board of trustees, it will not need us or our
ideas. A conclusion of that import would be a most
damaging error. I have never known a college or uni
versity, taxsupported or privately endowed, that
amounted to much unless those charged with its im
mediate management and administration had the con
tinuing benefit of the support and counsel of its alumni,
augmented class by class. If this Diamond Jubilee Cele
bration is to have any lasting significance, its chief im
pact must be upon the hearts and minds of the alumni,
causing them, causing us who owe so much to the school,
to undergird President Morris, the faculty and the board
of trustees, first with our patient and sympathetic under
standing of the difficulties implicit in their problems and
second with our full and undivided support in whatever
way we may find, or be called upon, to lend it.
We have every reason to be proud of our school's ac
complishments in the past and of its present significance
as a central factor in the cultural and economic life of
Southern Illinois. We of the older group know that its
foundations are laid solidly and deep. They had to be to
withstand the stress of the storms that early beat upon
its builders. Every stone laid in that foundation and
every stone that has since been laid to create the strong
and beautiful structure that is now our pride, was hewn
and shaped by vital needs and demands of expanding
life and development in Southern Illinois. Therein lies
the sure permanency of the structure and, President
Morris and members of the board of trustees, if I may
be permitted to say so, therein lies a lesson that should
not be disregarded by the builders of today and of the
10

future. As you build, use only such stones as may rep
resent actual needs. Reject all others. . . .
(Here Mr. Wham spoke at some length on the found
ing and early history of the University and its leaders,
some of its early problems, and its swift growth and
development.)
To President Roscoe Pulliam, who succeeded Dr.
(Henry W.) Shryock in 1935, must be given the credit
of first envisioning the political possibility of immediately
striking the legal shackles from this institution and lib
erating it to serve its area as the University of Southern
Illinois . . . He won, as he should have won, and in 1943
the Crisenberry Bill granted Southern a limited univer
sity status. President Pulliam's untimely death came in
1944, less than a year after his victory for his alma
mater to the presidency of which he had been called.
Southern's status as a university stands as a monument
to the vision, courage, and wise leadership of one of
its own sons.
In 1947 the name of the newlycreated university
was changed by legislative act from Southern Illinois
Normal University to Southern Illinois University.
Prophecy had been fulfilled. The word "normal" with
its limitations had been deleted. On July 1 of this year,
1949, a board of trustees consisting of seven members
to be appointed by the Governor was created by leg
islative action and given full and complete manage
ment and control of Southern Illinois University. The
board has been appointed and is functioning. We are
an independent university.
We older alumni of the mud age when an eighth
grade diploma permitted us to become students in a
normal school are now, in a wide sense, alumni of a
university. I am sure I speak for all when I voice our
gratitude to all those whose labor and devotion had
a part in bringing this to pass.
I would call attention to one or two other facts that
serve to explain our past and present. It is important
to remember that this school, during its earliest years,
and since, despite the limitations and handicaps under
which it functioned, was successful not only in its pri
mary purpose of sending forth capable and welltrained
teachers, many of whom became eminent educators, but,
even then, was affording opportunity and means by
which ambitious boys and girls who did not wish to be
come professional teachers might obtain the preliminary
education which enabled them, usually after a period
of teaching, to enter law, medicine, business, agriculture,
mining, banking, writing, publishing, insurance, or any
other vocation or profession upon which they had their
hearts set. Forced by the same local needs that later
made it a university, the school was functioning, even
in that early day, as the college of Southern Illinois. It
was demonstrating, even then, the need of Southern

Illinois for a university. Time will not permit me to
delineate the important part this institution, with its
limited charter, has played in the development of South
ern Illinois in cultural and economic fields far removed
from the teaching profession. Deprived of the values
this school has brought, Southern Illinois would be
much poorer in many ways. Southern Illinois University,
with limitations removed, will find a vast field for serv
ices in this area.
One other matter and I am through with the past.
Will any dispute me if I say that Southern's chief claim
to distinction has always been and still is the superior
character of the faculty as teachers? I cannot praise too
extravagently my teachers, as I remember them. They
were trained and talented teachers. . . Many factors have
contributed to bring this institution to its present high
standing, but, to use a Biblical expression, "the greatest
of these" is teaching.
Now that I have endeavored to picture the past, are
any landmarks disclosed that may be useful as guideposts
for the future? My thought is that to forget the lessons
of the past or to fail to heed the factors that have
brought strength in the past is to court danger.
The guideposts for the future that I seem to perceive
among the landmarks of the past are these:
1. The courage of the early builders and their suc
cessors and their persistence to victory under discour
aging and often heartbreaking circumstances should
challenge us to be of courage and to persist toward
proper objectives whatever may be the circumstances or
nature of the discouragements that may make our way
difficult.
2. As a matter of unwavering policy, as in the past,
there should be complete avoidance of religious teach
ing. There should also be, as in the past, complete
avoidance of any teaching calculated to undermine or
weaken the religious beliefs or faith of any student. It
should be the purpose of the University to foster in
every permissible way the warm spiritual climate that has
prevailed in the past and to lay persistent stress upon
the importance of all the attributes of a high personal
character.
3. The actual needs of Southern Illinois that may
lawfully be served by the University should give scope
and direction to, and, at the same time, fix a wise and
strengthconserving limitation upon the expenditure of
its energies in shaping and building for its future.
Following in the past the policy of concentrating its
efforts—circumscribed though they were by the limita
tions of its charter and inadequate appropriations—
upon meeting the most vital needs of its area, has made
this institution so strong and secured for it such recogni
tion as an essential factor in the life of Southern Illinois
as to enable it to achieve its present status of a univer

sity. Now that it is a university its responsibilities to the
region for which it was created are so enlarged as to
challenge the initiative and constructive thought of its
faculty and board and to demand the expenditure of all
its strength and energy. For illustration, let us advert to
some of its responsibilities in and to this region.
First, the ordinary educational needs of Southern Illi
nois for the meeting of which this University is held to
first responsibility constitutes a heavy and inescapable
task. With more than a million people in its natural
area, of whom exceeding 338,000 are children and young
people under twenty, educational duties vast in the ag
gregate confront this University in supplying teachers
and administrative leadership for the common schools,
high schools and junior colleges; in providing opportu
nity for high school and junior college graduates who
will present themselves in growing numbers for study
in residence; in providing increasingly effective facilities
and guidance in research and advanced studies for con
stantly augmented numbers of graduate students, and in
providing the disabled and the adults at home, by ex
tension, with the courses of study and guidance required
to keep a whole population progressing and alerted to
the numerous avenues of progress, culture and richer
living.
Second, it must not be forgotten that Southern Illi
nois, while an integral part of a great state, is a land
with social and economic problems peculiar to itself.
This is due, in part, to its distinctive geological history
that brought the beautiful and diverse terrain that
characterizes and lends enchantment to Southern's area.
Nature, prodigal of beauty and surface smiles, has denied
fullest access to the invaluable and inexhaustible re
sources of the region except at the price of the best that
labor and science has to offer. Its mountains and prairies
presenting totally dissimilar problems of utility and con
servation; its forests and forest products, with the ac
companying problems of wise forestation, reforestation,
soil conservation and economy in manufacture and mar
keting; its numerous types of soil, rich and poor, erosive
and otherwise, all capable of producing wealth but
presenting difficult problems of adaptability and wise use
and of soil building and reclamation; its variety of valu
able agricultural and horticultural crops and their
greater possibilities through improved quality, produc
tion, processing and marketing; its floods and drouths;
its problems of distribution and transportation by water,
rail, highway and air; the possibilities of its varied and
extensive mineral wealth, its coal mining industry and
the development of new markets and uses for coal; its
great industrial development in certain areas with none
in others; its problems of labor and industrial unrest; its
dependence in certain areas upon a single industry and
the seasonal unemployment in those areas; the consider
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able volume of transient labor; the social problems and
the problems of mental and physical health peculiar to
the rural, mining and industrial areas, and to the entire
area—all present themselves as special fields of activity,
study and research demanding the best of a great uni
versity and promising large benefits to the people served.
These and many other needs of Southern Illinois are
involved in this guidepost, which may be entitled "The
Guidepost of Actual Needs."
4. I was glad when I observed that the enabling
legislation that created this institution a university made
its first objective, as always, the qualifying of teachers
for the schools of the state in all branches of study which
pertain to a common school education. I am sure that
you will agree with me that the greatest single need of
Southern Illinois is still for more and better teachers in
its schools. Excellent teachers have always been God's
greatest gift to men. The greatest resource of our area
is our children. Their education and development
through wise and wholesome teaching in the schools is
our first responsibility. In the past the invaluable con
tribution of this institution to the region it served was
increasingly capable and welltrained teachers. So in the
future let there be no lack of excellent teachers through
any failure on the part of the University to build and
strengthen its College of Education and teacher training.
5. Other guideposts might be found among the land
marks of the past, but with this additional one I am
through. This institution became great through great
teaching. I fully believe that if it is to achieve added
greatness it must still be through great teaching. My
earnest suggestion is that regardless of how many may
be added to the staff" in the way of research scientists,
statisticians, mathematicians, creative writers and artists
and so on, the classes of students should not be put in
the hands of any staff member, however learned, if he
can't teach. I could elaborate on this but I will not. I
only repeat what I said earlier. Many factors may enter
into the building of a great university, but when the
value of the various factors is measured it will be found
that "the greatest among these" is great teaching.
And now may I again voice the hope that from this
Diamond Jubilee Celebration may come understanding
on the part of all that this new University of which we
are so proud is entitled to receive and must receive the
active, united support of all, if it is to move forward as
it should: It must not be, having, at the cost of great
effort, achieved university status for Southern, that we
should be content. In selfsatisfaction there is stagnation
which leads to deterioration. In divine discontent there
is life and progress . . .
Let us place our goal high among the stars, and if,
under God's will we are permitted to reach it, let us pass,
and continue beyond.
•
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The Millionth Volume
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A worn 1858 "travel book" with handcolored litho
graphs of the great Mississippi River valley now holds,
for all time, the honored title of "Millionth Book" at
Southern Illinois University.
The book, Das lllustrirte Mississippithal, is the single
most valuable volume ever purchased for the University
Libraries and was presented as a gift to SIU by Mrs.
Albert F. Kaeser of Highland, 111.
Specially selected to mark the University's recent
emergence into millionvolume library status, the gift
was made through the Friends of the Library, an ad
junct to the Southern Illinois University Foundation,
and was a direct result of reorganization of the Friends
group and its extension to the Edwardsville campus.
English translation of the title, The Illustrated Mississippi Valley, gives the key to the book's importance. The
volume contains 79 lithographs by American artist Henry
Lewis, including river scenes from the Falls of St.
Anthony in Minnesota to the river mouth near New
Orleans.

Only some thirty copies of the book are still in exist
ence. Published in Germany with the Lewis text trans
lated into German, it was designed to furnish informa
tion about the great American river valley to the large
numbers of Europeans then interested in, or contemplat
ing emigration to, the great "West" of the United States.
Lewis was at that time well known in the Midwest as
creator of one of the vastly successful moving panora
mas. These early "moving pictures" were painted on
canvas from onequarter to threequarters of a mile in
length, literally unrolling continuous vistas of the great
American scene before the eyes of admissionpaying
audiences. His panorama of the Mississippi Valley,
painted from sketches done at the various sites on ex
tensive trips down the river in the 1940's, was widely
shown in Europe on successful lecture tours.
The book's colored plates include highly detailed,
exquisitely colored views of Indian villages, major points
of geographic or geologic interest, and all the major
towns and cities on the Mississippi. Views of the large
cities in many cases contain recognizable landmarks.
What happened to the many volumes printed by the
German publishing firm? Research indicates that, with
the exception of a few copies allowed the author, all the
books were stored in a warehouse and years later sold
for waste paper. The few copies known to remain are
for the most part in the hands of university or historical
libraries.
Mrs. Kaeser, donor of the book, is a native of High
land and is well known for her broad interest in libraries.
The daughter of Louis Latzer, Highland industrialist
who helped develop the evaporated milk process, she
was a member of the family which established the pub
lic library in Highland in 1929 and presented it to the
city in memory of her father.
She has served as president of the library board since
the library's founding, and was awarded the Distin
guished Service Citation for Trustees by the Illinois
Library Association in 1962.
The Illustrated Mississippi Valley, along with a re
cently acquired collection of early Mississippi Valley
maps, will form the nucleus of a Mississippi River Val
ley research collection to be built by the University.
SHEILA STIMSON
FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY
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NIT bid Crowns
Saluki Season
BY FRED HUFF
They're likely to be tabbed the
"Cinderella" team of the 1967 Na
tional Invitational Tournament, but
don't be surprised if Southern Illi
nois University's Salukis battle their
way into the semifinals of the pres
tigious Madison Square Garden clas
sic. And, who knows, Coach Jack
Hartman's classy cagers may even
wind up with one of the nation's
top basketball jewels.
The Salukis, already certain of be
ing awarded national titles in final
polls conducted by the Associated
Press and United Press International
after having beaten their only serious
14

challenger, Kentucky Wesleyan, for
the second time this season, could
claim a rare triple crown.
The opportunity presented itself
under somewhat unusual circum
stances in late February when SIU's
Department of Intercollegiate Ath
letics unexpectedly announced that
an invitation to compete in the
NCAA college division tournament
had been withdrawn and that, as of
then, the Salukis were looking for a
spot to gain additional basketball
laurels.
The position became available less
than fortyeight hours later when of

ficials of the NIT selected SIU as
their eighth entry in the 30th annual
extravaganza to be held in New York
City March 918.
Actually, the NCAA withdrawal
came about following Southern's re
fusal to accept—or decline—a berth
in the college tournament without
first being told where Hartman's
hustlers were to be assigned for re
gional play. Unwilling to commit
himself under such arrangements,
particularly after learning that Ken
tucky Wesleyan had been informed
of its assignment, Athletic Director
Donald N. Boydston followed SIU

Athletic Council instructions by re
questing an eighthour extension of a
deadline set just twentyfour hours
earlier in order that players them
selves could decide the issue. The
request was refused by NCAA selec
tion committee chairman Dr. Rich
ard Koenig, Valparaiso, and the
withdrawal resulted.
"It was just one of those things,"
Boydston said. "We felt we were in
a position as the nation's number one
ranked college team to know where
we were to be assigned before ac
cepting the invitation. The NCAA
was unable to supply us with the in
formation and that was that. There's
absolutely no animosity on our part."
Perhaps most pleased with the de
cision was the NIT's sevenman
selection committee. Bound by agree
ment with the NCAA not to contact
prospective participants prior to 11
A.M. (EST) February 23 which,
strangely enough, followed by just
twenty hours the NCAAset hour of
decision with SIU, the NIT group
wasted little time in coming to terms
with the Salukis.
And why not? Enjoying its great
est basketball season ever, SIU had
been on top of the college division
ranks since a onepoint midJanuary
decision over defending champion
Kentucky Wesleyan and had rolled
to thirteen consecutive victories at
the time, included defending NCAA
university division champ Texas
Western and newlycrowned Mis
souri Valley Conference titlist Louis
ville among its victims. In addition,
SIU had received favorable national
exposure in such publications as
Sports Illustrated (Jan. 30), Time
(Feb. 3) and The Sporting News
(Feb. 4). Wire stories and features
had acquainted sports fans across the
nation with SIU, Coach Jack Hart
man, the Saluki mascot, and Walt
Frazier and his talented teammates.
So, while lacking the reputation of
such Eastern court powers as Provi
dence, Rutgers, Syracuse and others
who might be added to the 14team

COACH HARTMAN

field, the Salukis from Carbondale,
111., (pop. 20,500) might make quite
an impression in the big city.
Don't count them out just yet . . .
nor be disappointed should the
"coach" ('scuse me, Jack) turn into
a pumpkin short of attaining the
NIT's nationallytelevised champion
ship game the afternoon of March
18. It's been quite a season.

Meanwhile, championship events
dot SIU's March schedule in other
sports as Saluki athletes compete
with representatives of more than
500 other NCAA university and col
lege division members for individual
and team honors.
The NCAA indoor track and field
classic is set for March 1011 at De
troit's Cobo Hall. Regional gymnas
15

BUCK DEADRICH

ED MOSSOTTI

RICK TUCKER

PAUL MAYER

JOE DOMKO

tics competition is scheduled for Chi
cago March 1718 with the top
three teams and top eight individ
uals in each event qualifying for the
national finals set for the SIU Arena
March 31 and April 1. Swimming
and wrestling classics are scheduled
for the week of March 20, the
former at Michigan State University
(East Lansing) and wrestling at
Kent State (Kent, Ohio).
The Saluki basketball team gave
Hartman his longest winning streak
in five years here, a skein including
impressive lateseason victories over
topnotch visitors at the SIU Arena.
Coach Lew Hartzog's track and
field enthusiasts are given some hope
of faring well in the indoor meet
despite training outdoors. Top entry
is Oscar Moore in the twomile
event, although Ross McKenzie, A1
Ackman, and Mitch Livingston are
expected to place high in the 440,
880, and high jump, respectively.
Regional gymnastics action will
determine the 12team field which
will vie for the national team cham
pionship here Friday, March 31. At
the same time, individuals will be
bidding for berths in the 32man
field in each of eight events at SIU.
All but eight will be eliminated in
Friday's competition, with finalists
returning Saturday night to deter
mine individual titlists.
While SIU is virtually certain to
be among teams competing for the
major crown Friday night, Coach
Bill Meade is hoping as many as sev
enteen team members still will be in
the running for individual honors
the following night.
Four—Fred Dennis, Waukegan;
Dale Hardt, Skokie; Paul Mayer, El
Cerrito, Calif., and Rick Tucker,
Houston, Tex.—are considered as
top title contenders. Dennis, second
on still rings last season, has defeated
defending champion Ed Gunny,
Michigan State, once this year and
the two figure to battle it out again
in one of the highlights of the NCAA
meet.

Swimmers Ed Mossotti, St. Louis;
Gerald Pearson, Rockford, 111., and
Kimo Miles, Honolulu, Hawaii, will
perhaps be SIU's lone entries in the
NCAA swim classic.
Mossotti, who recently recorded
the nation's third fastest time of the
season in the 50yard freestyle, will
also bid for a place in the 100yard
event. A time of : 21.8 seconds is
needed to qualify for the nationals
in the 50 and Mossotti made double
certain in Southern's last two dual
meets of the season when he turned
in successive : 21.5 and : 21.6 per
formances.
Pearson, a breaststroke specialist,
was fifth in the 200yard event last
season when he turned in a 2:16.8,
more than a full second under qual
ifying standard time of 2:17.9. The
veteran senior will also compete in
the 100yard event, where his season
low of 1:02 is seventenths of a sec
ond below the requirement.
Miles also will rely on a 1966 ef
fort to qualify in the 200yard but
terfly event. His 2:00.5 was good for
an 11th place finish in the nationals
last season after his 1:55.6 in the
same event earned a thirdplace fin
ish as a sophomore.
In addition to the three individ
uals, Coach Ray Essick is hopeful of
his 400 and 800yard freestyle relay
teams qualifying.
Coach Jim Wilkinson's wrestling
squad may be restricted to just two
representatives at the national get
together. Joe Domko, a Roselle, 111.,
senior, has shown every sign of be
ing able to compete on a national
level in the 160pound division, while
Buck Deadrich, a senior from San
Leandro, Calif., figures to show well
in the 191 division.
Domko, who opened the season by
claiming the 167pound title in the
Illinois Invitational, has since im
proved his record to 1522 while
Deadrich, the heavyweight champ in
the Illinois Invitational, has com
peted less frequently and boasts only
a 901 mark.

Jackson Club Has
Series for Women

California hospitality reigned supreme at the recent San Francisco Area Alumni
Club meeting, where John S. Rendleman, SIU vice president for business affairs,
was speaker. Club President Robert E. Hurley, ex '50, termed the meeting "most
successful." The San Francisco club is one of two West Coast alumni groups, the
other at Los Angeles.

Visiting World Alumni
At the invitation of SIU alumni
in more than a dozen nations, Mrs.
Mary Wakeland is visiting countries
around the world.
During a sixmonth trip which be
gan at the end of December, she will
visit Thailand, Hong Kong, Taiwan,
Japan, Indonesia, Cambodia, Malay
sia, Singapore, the Philippines, Bur
ma, India, Iran, Jordan, Lebanon,
Turkey, Egypt, Greece, Italy, and
Portugal.
Mrs. Wakeland, SIU foreign stu
dent advisor, was invited to make the
trip by graduates who wanted to re
turn the many kindnesses she had
shown them by being her host in
their own lands.
Mrs. Wakeland began her work
with international students in 1957
when she invited two of them to
share her home.
"I found them so interesting that

A Jackson County Alumni Club
series of informative lecturediscus
sions exclusively for women will be
concluded March 30 with a program
featuring Dr. Christian H. Moe, as
sistant dean of the School of Com
munications and professor of theatre.
Following a theme of "The World
We Live in—Yesterday, Today, and
Tomorrow," the series has dealt with
such topics as education, the arts,
and current events.
Previous speakers have been pro
fessors George S. Counts and George
E. Axtelle of the College of Educa
tion; Robert Faner, chairman of the
English department, and Pingchia
Kuo, professor of history.

The
Alumni
Association

MRS. WAKELAND

I began to work with others on a
volunteer basis," she recalls.
She was invited in 1959 to take a
parttime position at the University,

first working with visiting interna
tional teachers and later in student
programs.
She became a fulltime foreign
student advisor two years ago, her
duties at the International Student
Center concerned primarily with im
migration matters and Asian student
affairs.
"I have seen the SIU international
student program expand from a
small beginning to one including
more than 600 students from eighty
countries," she says.
Mrs. Wakeland's husband, Floyd,
was SIU choral conductor for eight
een years prior to his death in 1957.
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William McMahan, left, and Steve Riggio, 1966 engineering graduates, assemble
equipment built by McMahan for fluid mechanics research in the SIU School of
Technology. Both are now doing graduate study in engineering, and are among
graduate students who moved into combination officeresearch quarters in the new
Technology building group earlier this year.

Bob Nolan Receives
Agriculture Award
Robert S. Nolen '48 has been
named recipient of the SIU School
of Agriculture's "Outstanding Serv
ice to Agriculture" award.
The award was presented at the
University's annual AllAgriculture
Banquet February 10.
Nolan was recognized for his
achievements since graduation from
the University. Owning and operat
ing a farm management and ap
praisal business in Carmi, 111., he
also farms 300 acres in White
County in partnership with his
father. His firm manages more than
13,000 acres.
Nolan, a life member of the SIU
Alumni Association, is married to the
former Marilyn Finch of Carmi.
They have three children: sons Jay,
16, and Tim, 14, and daughter Me
linda, 11.
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Mr. and Mrs. ELMER A. HICKS,
2, live in Phoenix, Ariz., where he man
ages a store for Goodwill Industries.
1929

Lt. Col. EMMETT E. COCKRUM,
'312, is working toward a doctoral
degree at the University of Colorado.

1935

uate of SIU. Her husband, Stuart, is
a captain in the Air Force.
1937 Mrs. W. C. Neatherly ( CATH
ERINE LOGAN , ex), Lowell, Ark., writes,

"My husband is a marble mason and
did some of the work on the Library

Alumni, here, there...

He received an M.A. degree from the
University of Illinois in 1940. Mrs.
Cockrum, the former VIRGINIA FERN
COUNCIL , ex '36, is a teacher in the
Denver public school system. She re
ceived an M.Ed, degree from the Uni
versity of Illinois in 1952. The Cock
rums have four children. One, Mrs.
CAROL VIRGINIA WALKER '58, is a grad

(Morris Library) and Science Building
in 1955. Since then we've traveled to
Minnesota, to Texas, and many states
in between. He worked on the Eisen
hower Memorial in Abilene, Kansas, as
well as the Truman Library . . ."
Arlington, Va., is the home of
Mr. and Mrs. PAUL EDWARD HILL , ex,

1940

'66 Grad Prefers Aerospace to Agriculture
How do you keep them down on
the farm when there's a place such
as Gape Kennedy luring them away?
Fred E. Krieg, a 1966 engineering
graduate, is a case in point.
Born and reared on a farm near
Fort Branch, Ind., Krieg prefers
aerospace to agriculture. And he is
learning about the missile business
from the ground up.
Krieg recently joined Pan Ameri
can World Airways Guided Missile
Range Division and now is partici
pating in the company's engineering
training program.
He is on a 6,800member Pan Am
team supporting the 10,000mile
long Air Force Eastern Test Range.
Here, farflung missile tracking sta
tions stretch from the Caribbean Is
lands to South Africa and the Indian
Ocean.
Since coming to the range after
graduation from SIU last June,
Krieg has had an opportunity to
work with exotic instrumentation
used to support both manned and
unmanned missions in space.
"We spent one entire week at
Gape Kennedy just getting ac
quainted with equipment and facil
ities," he observed.
The 36week training program so
far has taken him into such areas as
electrooptics and plant engineering.
After completion of a sixweek as

signment with the technical staff, he
will move on to telemetry, instru
mentation projects, and communica
tions.
In connection with his work, Krieg
has been at the camera sites for
launches of the twomanned Gemini,
the mighty Saturn/Apollo, and the
Air Force's powerful Titan IIIC.
Krieg's wife, Deanna, and their
twoyearold son, Jeffery, also are
missile fans. From their home in

Satellite Beach, they have a box seat
view of every missile that is launched
from the Gape.
Krieg is a flying enthusiast and
whenever time allows, he tries to log
some flying time. In fact, he hopes
to earn a commercial pilot's license.
"It may take me some time to get
the license," he admits, "but one
thing is certain—I want to stay in
work related to space flight and aero
nautics."

(JULIA ADELE MERCER , ex '42). Mr.
Hill is an engineer in the applied Phys
ics Laboratory at Johns Hopkins Uni
versity. He received an A.B. degree from
George Washington University.

1943 Denver, Colo., is the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Hearn. Mrs.
Hearn is the former ESTHER MARIE
KOPP and teaches in the Denver public
school system.

1950 Research director is the title of
DAVID EDWARD ELDER , M.A. '51, who is

1942 Mrs. CHLOE NOONER Wahren
berg is a retired teacher who makes her
home in Los Angeles, Calif. Mrs. Wah
renberg has one daughter, Mrs. WINIFRED TRIEMER '37. Mrs. Triemer and
her husband, Raymond, spent two
months last spring in France, Spain,
and Switzerland. They live in Holly
wood, Calif.

1949 Mr. and Mrs. WARREN J. ELLIOTT (JACQUELINE C. ELLIOTT ) were

FRED KRIEG AT CAPE KENNEDY

married in Paris in 1946 and then came
to SIU, where they both received bach
elors degrees in '49. They have since
furthered their educations at the Uni
versity of Illinois. Mr. Elliott is now a
salesman for Field Educational Enter
prises Corp. in Concord, Tenn.

employed by the Illinois Education As
sociation. He received an M.S. Ed. de
gree in 1962 from Western Illinois Uni
versity. Mr. Elder and his wife, Elsie,
make their home in Springfield with
their children, Veronica, David, Patri
cia, and Steven.
1952 BAILEY WILLIAMS , M.S. '65, is
serving as a field support officer for the
federal government in the Volunteers
in Service to America program. During
the summer of '65, he worked with a
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Allen Works on U.S.Soviet Exchange

DR. ALLEN

Dr. Robert V. Allen '43, Russian
specialist in the Slavic and Central
European Division of the Library of
Congress, is among American of
ficials involved in initial efforts to in
crease the exchange of library ma
terials between this nation and the
Soviet Union.
Dr. Allen and two other Library
of Congress representatives were in
Moscow in late November and early
December, meeting with officials of
the Lenin State Library and the All
Union Book Chamber.
A report on those meetings in the
Library of Congress Information
Bulletin said possible cooperative
measures for shared cataloging and
training lab for VISTA volunteers at
Northern Michigan University in Mar
quette, Mich. Prior to accepting the
position with this program, often called
the domestic Peace Corps, he was a
community consultant with the Com
munity Development Department at
SIU. He and his wife, Joann, have three
children, Cyndy, a student at SIU and
parttime Alumnus staff member; Karla,
and Cole. Their home is in Carterville.
1954 ELLIS BICK has been appointed
general mechanization supervisor for
Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. in St.
Louis. In his new position, he heads an
20

acquisitions were discussed. The
Soviet representatives, it went on,
assured the Americans that "propos
als to increase existing exchanges
and to share cataloging data would
be given full consideration after
these preliminary discussions of the
new program."
While in Moscow, Dr. Allen and
his colleagues were given tours of
the Lenin State Library, the library
of the Moscow State University, and
the new AilUnion State Library of
Foreign Literature.
Describing his personal impres
sions of the city itself, Dr. Allen
wrote:
"Moscow is filled with crowds of
firm and purposeful looking people.
It is not beautiful, though there are
spots of beauty in it, and it is an
odd mixture of village and great
capital city—a place well worth see
ing.
"Though I had little time for my
self, I cut down on sleep and, follow
ing up my theory that no one can
know a city without wearing blisters
on his feet on its sidewalks, managed
to see something of it from the street
level and at a walking pace.
"The resultant fatigue was more
than balanced by all the fragments
of impressions which I gathered.
And, though I do not have them all
sorted out to my satisfaction, these

impressions have left me with the
thought that Moscow is a city which
one cannot totally like but which one
dare not ignore."
Dr. Allen, who holds both a mas
ter's degree and the Ph.D. degree
from Yale, has been on the Library
of Congress staff for sixteen years.
He previously taught two years at
the University of Toronto, and
taught one summer at SIU.
Son of John W. Allen, retired SIU
historian, he is a past president of
the Washington, D.C., Area SIU
Alumni Club.
Dr. Allen also has come into the
national news recently as coauthor
of a widely publicized Senate Docu
ment, Aspects of Intellectual Ferment in the Soviet Union.
The document was written by Dr.
Allen and Dr. Sergius Yakobson,
senior specialist in Russian Affairs
in the Legislative Reference Service,
at the request of Sen. Thomas J.
Dodd of Connecticut.
Wrote Sen. Dodd in the introduc
tion, "I consider the analysis pre
pared for me by Dr. Yakobson and
Dr. Allen to be a work of such ex
ceptional significance and merit that
I asked for its publication as a Sen
ate document so that it might be
made available to all members of
Congress and to the public in gen
eral."

organization which is responsible for
development of new computer systems
for use throughout Southwestern Bell.
He has held various positions with the
same company in Pennsylvania since
graduation from SIU. He and his fam
ily—which includes children Jan, 13;
Sammy, 11; John, 9; and Bonnie Kay,
5—live in Florissant, Mo.

jet aircraft. Capt. Welch has been re
assigned to Cannon AFB, N.M., as a
member of the Tactical Air Command
which provides combat reconnaissance,
aerial fire power, and assault airlift for
Army forces.

1955 Capt. LOREN E. WELCH has been
graduated from the Air Force flying
course for instrument instructors at
Randolph AFB, Tex. He was trained
as an instrument instructor and flight
examiner for tandem and fighter type

1956 Dr. MICHAEL D. PATRICK, M.A.
'57, is assistant professor of English at
the University of Missouri, Rolla. He
holds a Ph.D. degree from the Univer
sity of Missouri at Columbia. Dr. Pa
trick has taught in Blue Mound and
Rolla high schools, instructed English
at the University of Missouri, Columbia,
and served as assistant professor of Eng

Storme Named New
President of Bank
Glenn W. Storme '292, a life
member and past president of the
SIU Alumni Association, has been
named president of the First Na
tional Bank of Carbondale. He suc
ceeds Walker Schwartz ex, who re
mains with the bank as chairman of
the board of directors.
Storme was named treasurer of the
Alumni Association in 1955, holding
that post until his election to the
board of directors in 1961. He then
was named first vice president, and
served as president in 196263. He
also has served as president of the
SIU Lettermen's Club and as a rep
resentative of his class on the Alumni
Association Legislative Council.
He has been associated with the
Carbondale bank since 1940, was
elected to its board of directors in
1946, and was named executive vice
president in 1959. He is a past presi
dent of Group Ten, Illinois Bankers
Association, and of the Jackson
Perry Counties Bankers Federation.

lish at Western Kentucky State College,
Bowling Green.
1958 Assistant professor of philosophy
at Indiana University is the position
held by Dr. G ORDON E. FRAZIER, M.A.
'62, Ph.D. '65. He and his wife, Joan,
have a daughter, Leigh Ellen, and a
son, Gordon Bruce Wayne.
Dr. G AYLORD A. RYBOLT , M.A. '60, is
assistant professor of education at the
University of Oregon. He was formerly
a psychologist at Central Wisconsin
Colony and Training School in Madi
son, Wis. Dr. Rybolt received his Ph.D.
degree from the University of Missouri
last year. He and his wife, Esther, have
a son, Andrew Gale.
1959 Dr. and Mrs. RICHARD LEE
H UGHES ( J EAN A NN D E S OTELL '61)
are in London, where he is doing re
search. After graduation from SIU, Dr.
Hughes attended the University of Illi
nois School of Medicine and recently
completed his residency in internal
medicine at Presbyterian St. Lukes Hos
pital in Chicago.

1960 RONALD D. E DWARDS has joined
the copywriting staff of KellerCrescent
Advertising Agency in Evansville, Ind.
He previously held the same position
with the International Shoe Company,
St. Louis. He and his wife, Mary Louise,
live in Evansville.
Staunton is the home of Mr. and Mrs.
D ENNIS J. G LICK ( P EGGY D E R OUSSE
'64). He is guidance director at Staun
ton High School. Mr. and Mrs. Glick
are both working toward master's de
grees at SIU. Two children, Toni Mi
chelle and Gregory Joseph, complete
the family.
J ERRY H EFLIN is a research chemist
for National Dairy Products Corpora
tion. He lives in Glenview.
1961 Mr. and Mrs. ROBERT A LBRIGHT
(B ETTY J EAN A LBRIGHT ) live in Deca
tur with their children, Steve Douglas,
5, and Linda Kay, 3. Mr. Albright
works in the circulation department of
the Decatur Herald Review.
D AVID B INDER and his wife, S ANDRA
S CHMISSEUR B INDER , have moved to
Mexico, Mo., where he has accepted the
position of systems and procedures
analyst for A. P. Green Refractories.
Belvidere is the home of Mr. and
Mrs. B OB B RIMM ( P HYLLIS L EWIS
B RIMM '53). He is with the news de
partment of the Belvidere Daily Re
publican. The family includes David,
11; Richard, 8; and Alan, 6.
LARRY E. P ERIMAN is an accountant
for Myers Industries, Inc. He and his
wife, Neva, live in Decatur with their
children, Teresa Lynn, 4, and Ellen
Sue, 2.
Oak Forest is the home of Mr. and
Mrs. J AMES L. R ACEY ( M ARIAN M.

Kristoff Honored
Larry Kristoff '66 was one of ten
candidates for the 1966 James E.
Sullivan award granted last month
to Jim Ryun, famed University of
Kansas distance runner.
The award is given in recognition
as the nation's outstanding amateur
athlete.
Kristoff won national laurels as a
member of the Saluki wrestling team
and went on to represent the United
States as a heavyweight wrestler in
the 1964 Olympic Games in Tokyo.

M C B RIDE RACEY ) and their tenmonth
old son, Thomas Landon. Mr. Racey
received an M.S. degree from the Uni
versity of Illinois in 1964 and is a
teacher.
Urbana is the home of Mr. and Mrs.
J OHN M. R EICH ( J UDY R ICHARDSON
R EICH '62). He is a cashier in the Busey
First National Bank. A oneyearold son,
Steven Kent, completes the family.
1962 First Lt. ROBERT N. C ONNELLY
has been awarded a second Distin
guished
Flying
Cross and a Bronze
Star for valor for
service in Vietnam.
He is a spotter
plane pilot and was
honored for bravery
and effectiveness in
directing Air Force
LT. CONNELLY
tactical
fighter
bomber pilots in heavy enemy fire. Lt.
Connelly has been in Vietnam since
last April, has flown more than 500
combat missions, and has been awarded
the Air Medal 18 times.
J OHN W. LANDMEIER is assistant sales
analyst with the John Deere Co. in Ot
tumwa, Iowa. He and his wife, A NITA
CAROL O BERHEU '61, have a daughter,
Lisa, and a son, Eric.
G ERALD A. W ITT , a metallurgist with
the Wisconsin Steel Works of Chicago,
and Nina L. Nagel, a former English
teacher in the Chicago metropolitan
area, were married in December of
1962. Mr. and Mrs. Witt, who live in
Lansing, 111., have a daughter, Kathryn
Leslie, who was born March 29, 1966.
East St. Louis is the home of Mr.
and Mrs. C LIFTON N EUDECKER ( L A
D ONNA M. D EADMOND '53). Both are
sixth grade teachers.
T HOMAS W. ROGERS is chairman of
the foreign language department at Jef
ferson College. He and his wife, N ANCY
L OUISE M ARTIN '65, live in Hillsboro,
Mo.
1963 Capt. ROBERT D. B ROWN is a
flight instructor with the U.S. Marine
Corps. He and his wife (P EGGY M AX
EINER B ROWN ) make their home in Mil
ton, Fla.
The Rev. P AUL E. C LARK provides
the organ and piano accompaniment for
an album of sacred hymns by Robert
Parrish, the "Singing Farmer" of Mil
ford, 111. In addition to providing the
accompaniment, the Rev. Mr. Clark has
two piano and organ instrumental on
the record. He is completing his studies
at Northwestern University's Garrett
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Theological Seminary in Evanston and
is pastor of the Stockland Methodist
Church in Stockland.
DONALD FUNKHOUSER is a systems
engineer with International Business
Machines Corp. in St. Louis. He and
his wife, SANDRA LYNN MAYNARD
FUNKHOUSER , ex, have one son, Jef
frey.
Des Plaines is the new home of Mr.
and Mrs. ERIC L. HOLLIDAY (LOIS
WRIGHT MILLER '64). He is employed
by Ralston Purina Co. as North Central
divisional sales manager for the Poultry
Products Division. His new area in
cludes Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin.
ROBERT K. JENKINS has been ap
pointed assistant principal to the super
intendent by the Flora High School
board of education. He was formerly
teaching senior social studies, psychol
ogy, sociology, economics, and geogra
phy. Mr. Jenkins also has attended
Blackburn College and the Dallas In
stitute College of Mortuary Science.
He has an M.S. Ed. degree from East
ern Illinois University and is working
toward a second masters degree at the
same institution.
Mr. and Mrs. EDWARD V. WILSON
(GLORIA JEAN TINDALL ) live in St.
Louis, where he is a writer for the Mag
navox Company. They were married in
July, 1963, in Chester.
Champaign is the new home of
Mr. and Mrs. ROBERT DONAHOE , VTI.
They were formerly living in Decatur.
Mr. Donahoe is a pharmaceutical rep
resentative with Pfizer Laboratories. The
family includes and eightmonthold son,
John Robert.
The new home of Mr. and Mrs. AL

1964

LAN J. FINLEY (SHARON KAY FINLEY

'66) is Park Ridge, where he was trans
ferred to the Moore Business Forms
main office as an assistant in sales train
ing. Clara Kay, 5, and Tracy Lyn, 8
months, complete the family.
A member of the Air Force Com
munications Service, Senior Master Ser
geant JENNINGS B.
SHACKELFORD , has
been decorated with
the Air Force Com
mendation
Medal
for the second time.
The
medal
was
awarded for meri
torious service as a
SGT. SHACKELFORD communications su
perintendent at Headquarters, Pacific
Communications Area, Wheeler AFB,
Hawaii.
Mrs. Dale Klaus ( MICKEY SPARKS
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KLAUS ) is a reporter for the Southern

Illinoisan. She and her husband make
their home in Carbondale with their
son, John Eric.
LARRY MCCOY is in advertising sales
with the Rockford Morning Star and
Register Republic. He and his wife,
Carolyn, live in Rockford.
Normal is the home of Mr. and Mrs.
RICHARD L. SCHAULIN (MARY ROBIN
SON SCHAULIN ). He is employed by
the General Telephone Company. An
eightmonthold son, Jeffrey Alan, com
pletes the family.
HERBERT N. SIROTT is a probate ac
countant for the firm of Mayer Fried
lich. He and his wife, Paula, live in
Chicago.
JOE COOK is on the sports de
partment staff of the Decatur Herald
Review.
SANDRA FREDERICK was recently grad
uated from the Airline Hostess School
of Continental Air
lines at Los Angeles,
Calif. She has been
assigned
to
Los
Angeles and is fly
ing aboard Conti
nental's
Boeing
Golden Jets. Before
joining Continental,
MISS FREDERICK
Miss Frederick was
employed as a dietician by Hospital
Dietetics, Inc., Washington, D.C.
CHARLES H. HASSE , Staunton, is the
new YMCA Youth Director in Granite
City.
Dr. and Mrs. William R. Hayman
live in Mt. Vernon, where she, DORO
THEA S. HAYMAN , teaches at Edison
School. They have three daughters. One,
Nancy, lives at home, and the other
two are '66 graduates of SIU. SUSAN
is now Mrs. Steven D. Rogers, and
SARA , Mrs. Melvin Mueller.
East St. Louis is the home of Mr. and
Mrs. ROBERT REA JENKINS . He is a
high school teacher in Madison. Mrs.
Jenkins is the former CAROLYN LEE
GUETTERMAN '64.
MAX L. MARTIN has been commis
sioned a second lieutenant in the Air
Force upon graduation from Officers
Training School at Lackland AFB, Tex.
He is assigned to Keesler AFB, Miss.,
for training as a communications of
ficer. Mrs. Martin is the former JUDITH

1965

ANN THOMPSON.
Second Lt. GERALD M. OAKES is on

duty at Da Nang Air Base, Vietnam.
He is a personnel services officer.
Topeka, Kansas, is the home of
LARRY DEAN PETERS , M.F.A., who is a

reader's advisor at the Topeka Public
Library. He received a B.F.A. from
Washburn University of Topeka in 1962.
PHILIP A. SHAPIRO and his wife,
Joyce, live in Chicago, where he is with
the U.S. Secret Service. They were mar
ried May 29, 1966, in Chicago.
STEPHEN R. VEACH is a medical stu
dent at the University of Illinois. He
and his wife, the former EVA MARIE
MURDOCK , were married in September,
1965.
Tuntatluliak, Alaska, is the tem
porary home of DANIEL E. BEAVERS,
VTI, who is working with the Depart
ment of Economic Planning as a VISTA
volunteer. Mr. Beavers entered his one
year service with Volunteers in Service
to America after completing a training
program with 30 other volunteers at the
University of Alaska in Fairbanks.
Mrs. DEMARIA LOWERY BERRY is edi
tor of the Johnston City (111.) Progress.
JAMES T. BURCH is in training as an
aircraft maintenance officer at Chanute
AFB, 111. He was recently commissioned
a second lieutenant upon graduation
from Officer Training School at Lack
land AFB, Tex.
JESUS CARLOS , M.A., a native of the
Philippines, is a member of the editorial
staff of the DuPage Press, Wheaton.
Second Lt. RICHARD W. CRAWFORD
is a member of the support staff of the
Air University, which conducts ad
vanced professional military education
programs for Air Force officers. He has
been assigned to Gunter AFB, Ala. Lt.
Crawford's wife is SHIRLEY A. B. CRAW
FORD '65.
After completing 12 weeks of train
ing at Camp Crozier at Arecibo, Puerto
Rico, MARGARET M.
TYSCHPER is work
ing in Guatemala
with community de
velopment programs
in education, agri
culture, and health.
She is one of 88
Peace Corps volun
teers working in
MISS TYSCHPER small rural towns
throughout Guatemala.
Lt. CHARLES RODNEY CUTRELL is
temporarily stationed at WrightPatter
son AFB, Ohio, while he attends a nine
week civil engineering training program.
He is regularly attached to the 507th
Civil Engineering Squadron at Kinche
loe AFB, Mich., where he and his wife,
KAREN S. CUTRELL '65, make their
home.
DANIEL GRAVELINE is office manager
1966

and counselor with the Downstate Em
ployment Agency in Carbondale.
JONATHAN D. HAWK has been named
a sales representative for the Connecti
cut Mutual Life Insurance Co. He is
associated with the John F. Wilcox
Agency in Davenport, Iowa, and will
represent the company in Moline, East
Moline, Rock Island, and Davenport.
HUGH E. JANSSEN has received an
appointment as forester with the U.S.
Forest Service Division of Timber Man
agement at Ogden, Utah.
Mrs. DIANE KELLER is a Murphysboro
Bureau staff member with the Southern
Illinoisan newspaper.
TOM LAGER is advertising manager
for the Sparta (111.) News Plaindealer.
ROBERT LAMMIE is serving a four
year enlistment in the U.S. Army, sta
tioned at Ft. Meyers, Va. He is study
ing at the Institute of Modern Lan
guage, Washington, D.C.
Reporter for the Ottawa (111.) Republic Times is the position of BILL
MARCHESE.

"Soldier of the Month" was an honor
bestowed upon JAMES "MIKE" MC
ALEVEY in November. He has been in
Vietnam since September, stationed in
Saigon. Besides his regular duties, Pfc.
McAlevey teaches English at the Phen
Am School in the evening and helps at
an orphanage outside Saigon.
Second Lt. RONALD R. MCDOWELL
is in training as an intelligence officer
at Lowery AFB, Colo. He graduated
from Officer Training School at Lack
land AFB, Tex.
After graduation from Officer Train
ing School at Lackland AFB, Tex.,
Second Lt. NOLAN K. NAKAMURA was
assigned to Lowery AFB, Colo, for
training as an avionics officer.
After completing basic training at
Lackland AFB, Tex., Airman LADELLE
OLION was selected
for
training
at
Sheppard
AFB,
Tex., as an Air
Force medical serv
ice specialist.
CLYDE
ROBERT
ROSE , M.Mus., is a

woodwinds
and
theory instructor at
OLION
Concord College in
Athens, West Va. He is a solo clarinet
ist with the Charleston Symphony and
a member of the Charleston Capitol
Woodwind Quintet.
Mr. and Mrs. DAVID R. SAWYER
(CHARLOTTE DEVINE SAWYER ) are liv
ing on the campus of Louisville Presby
terian Theological Seminary, where he

is studying toward a bachelor of divinity
degree.
LAWRENCE TODOROFF is a social
studies teacher at Collinsville.

ex) of Overland Park, Kansas. Two
yearold Douglas is the other member
of the family. Mr. Frozley is with the
sales department of Reynolds Alumi
num.
Lt. and Mrs. ROBERT LESTER SHIN
PAUGH

Births

(BARBARA

JOYCE

SHINPAUGH

'65) are parents of a daughter, Michelle
Evon, born December 30. The Shin
paugh family lives at Elgin AFB, Fla.
Waukegan is the home of Mr.
and Mrs. JAMES CHARLES BOYNEWICZ
(BARBARA BENSON BOYNEWICZ ) and
their new son, Timothy James, who was
born in July. Mr. Boynewicz is a physi
cal education teacher at Neal Junior
High School and is working toward an
M.S. Ed. degree at Northern Illinois
University.
A new son, Matthew Jay, has been
added to the ROBERT E. CAMPBELL
(CINDY MILLIGAN CAMPBELL ) family of
Lyons. He was born August 30 and has
a brother, Rod Alexander, two. Mr.
Campbell is a research chemist for the
Corn Products company.
Des Plaines is the home of Mr. and
Mrs. RICHARD KEAN (LYNN MASCH
HOFF ) and their new son, Richard
Bradley, who was born in July. Mr.
Kean is with Standard Rate and Data
Service.
1964

1961 Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Bridenstine
(NANCY ROE BRIDENSTINE , M.S. '62),

Ocala, Fla., are parents of twin boys
born August 25. Brett and Brent join
a threeyearold sister, Cynde Lei.
ANDREW A. DEWEES , M .A. '63, and
his wife, the former CAROLYN SUE
WILLIAMS , are parents of a daughter,
Emily Marie, born August 15. Mr. De
Wees is a Ph.D. degree candidate at
Purdue University. The family lives in
West Lafayette, Ind.
The first child of Mr. and Mrs. DAVID
FLEMING (FELMA HUNTER '62) is a
son, William David, who was born
October 16. The family lives in St.
Louis, where Mr. Fleming is a certified
public accountant.
Mr. and Mrs. WILLIAM ITTNER
(DOROTHY ANN LINGLE ) are parents
of a son, Jonathan Robert, born Novem
ber 19. Mr. Ittner is working on an edu
cation degree at Illinois State Univer
sity. The family lives in Normal with
Jonathan and a threeyearold daugh
ter, DeLou.
The new son of Mr. and Mrs. JOHN
J. ZAKARIAN (KAY HOLDER ) has been
named Paul Michael. He was born
November 5. Mr. Zakarian received his
M.A. degree from the University of
Iowa in 1965 and is employed as news
and political reporter for the Decatur
Herald Review.
1962 LARRY DEJARNETT , M.S. '63, a
senior systems analyst at Ford Corporate
Headquarters in Dearborn, Mich., and
his wife ( MARY ELIZABETH COTTON)
are parents of a son, Steven Bradley,
born August 12.
The Christmas holidays were brighter
around the JERRY MEYER , M.A. '64,
(MIRIAM WYSONS , M.A. '64) home due
to the birth of their first child, Trevor
Ethan, on December 1. Mr. Meyer is
a slides curator with the Brooklyn Col
lege Art Department. The family lives
in Statin Island, N.Y.

Their second son, Gregory, was
born October 23 to Mr. and Mrs.

1963

DONALD FROZLEY (DONNA K. HINNERS,

1965 Timothy Allan, the first child of
Mr. and Mrs. ALLAN W. FANTER , St.
Louis, was born November 6. Mr. Fan
ter is a ministerial student.
Teresa Ann Booher was born August
27, the first child of Mr. and Mrs.
MICHAEL A. BOOHER (KAREN U. BOO
HER , VTI). The family lives in Shelby
ville, where Mr. Booher is an assistant
supervisor for the Farmers Home Ad
ministration.
Mr. and Mrs. JOSEPH P. HOPPESCH,
Louisville, Ky., are parents of a daugh
ter, Cheryl Marie, born September 6.
Mr. Hoppesch is an analytical chemist
for Catalysts and Chemicals.

John Thomas Pokrzywinski is
the new (and first) son of Mr. and Mrs.
JOHN POKRZYWINSKI of Kalamazoo,
Mich. John Thomas was born Novem
ber 11 and has an older sister, Caroline
Ross. Mr. Pokrzywinski is doing grad
uate work at Western Michigan Uni
versity.
Mr. and Mrs. E. LEE SKELTON an
nounce the birth of their first child, a
daughter, Janet Lee, on December 3.
Mr. Skelton is employed in the engi
neering department of Illinois Bell
Telephone Company in Chicago.

1966
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Marriages

1961 San Antonio, Tex., is the home
of GORDON H. ROBERTS and his bride,

the former Dickye Lynne Dale. Mr. and
Mrs. Roberts were married December
12 in St. Paul's Methodist Church, Al
ton. He is in the Air Force.
1963 Lt. and Mrs. WILLIAM GEORGE
WELLINGHOFF are residing in Norfolk,
Va., since their marriage November 26.

He is in the Navy, assigned to the USS
Randolph. Mrs. Wellinghoff is the
former Barbara Hope Klaus, a graduate
of the University of Illinois.
Collinsville is the home of Mr.
and Mrs. JOHN GLENN REED , who were
married December 17 in St. John's
Evangelical United Church of Christ,
Collinsville. He is a teacher at Belle
ville West High School. Mrs, Reed, the
former BETTY JEAN LYBARGER '66, is
teaching speech and sociology at Col
linsville High School.
1964

Elsie Villaveechia, a graduate of
New York University, became the bride
of Second Lt. JOSEPH V. PECK, JR.,
Nov. 25 in Union City, N .J. He is in
Officer's Candidate School, U.S. Marine
Corps.
After their marriage November 5 in
the Church of Nativity, Menlo Park,
Calif., Mr. and Mrs. JAMES DEE WHITE
are living in Palo Alto, Calif. Mrs.
White is the former STORMY JANE BAR
TON '66. Her husband is working toward
a Ph .D. degree in chemistry at Stanford
University.
BOBBIE KAYE WILERSON and Albin
Martin Zuech were married December
17 at the Signal Hill Methodist Church,
Belleville. Mr. Zuech is a graduate of
the University of Chicago Laboratory
School and is a computer programmer
analyst at Scott Air Base. The couple
lives in Belleville.
1965

1966 Mr. and Mrs. JAVID JAVAHERIAN,
M .S., were married October 12 in

Tehran, Iran. Mrs. Javaherian is the
former SARA LUCINDA O'NEAL '65. Her
husband is employed as an internal au
ditor by the National Iranian Company
in Tehran, where they make their home.
Mr. and Mrs. William G. Kielhorn
are residing in San Diego, Calif., since
their marriage October 8. The new Mrs.
Kielhorn is the former DOROTHY OCHS,
VTI. The wedding was held in St.
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Joseph's Catholic Church, Pesotum. Mr.
Kielhorn is presently completing his
specialized training in the Marines.
Carolyn R. Doelling and HERBERT U.
MELLEIN were married December 26
at St. Peter United Church of Christ,
Stone Church. The new Mrs. Mellein
is from Venedy and her husband from
Okawville. He is presently serving in
the Army.
VIRGINIA ELMYRA BURNS became the
bride of Marshall James Moseley No
vember 28 at St. Philip Church, East
St. Louis. The new Mrs. Moseley is a
graduate of the St. John Hospital
School of Nursing, St. Louis, and also
attended Washington University and St.
Louis University. She is a member of
the Illinois Education Association and
the American Nurses Association. Her
husband is a graduate of St. Louis Uni
versity and belongs to the Institute of
the Environmental Sciences.
A Thanksgiving Day ceremony (No
vember 24) at Calvary Baptist Church,
Alton, united JOYCE ELAINE DINEFF
and Phillip M. Murray in marriage. Mr.
Murray is employed by Pattonville
Junior High School and is working to
ward a master's degree at the Edwards
ville campus.
The First Baptist Church of East Al
ton provided the setting for the wedding
of Vonna Marie Lawrence and DANIEL
E. PROCTOR on December 20. Mr. Proc
tor is serving with the Navy and is sta
tioned in Norfolk, Va.
Patricia Stookey became the bride of
TERRY L. PROFITT December 27 at the
St. Joseph Church in Freeburg. She is
teaching at Althoff High School in
Belleville, and he is working toward a
master's degree in government at the
Edwardsville campus.
BARBARA LOU BROOKMAN became the
bride of Larry Zane Soger at Donoho
Prairie Christian Church, near Salem,
November 26. Mr. Soger is an electrical
engineer, a field representative of
Hughes Aircraft of Fullerton, Calif.

Deaths
1911 Mrs. IRENE SCHWARTZ PATTER
SON 2, Carbondale, died November 29.

She was the widow of Sam Patterson,
athlete and coach at SIU who died in
1958.
1914 Mrs. Harve DeLap
( ADENA
ROSETTA HARRIS , 2), Harrisburg, died

November 25. She had been a resident

of Carbondale for 46 years before mov
ing to Harrisburg. Mrs. DeLap leaves
her husband and three children, all SIU
graduates: JANE DELAP '49; JOHN DE
LAP '53, M.A. '54; and JAMES DELAP
'52.
Col. GUY MCLAIN , 2, West Palm
Beach, Fla., died October 26. After he
retired from an active military career
of almost 35 years, Col. McLain and
his wife (the former MARION BLATTER,
who survives) made a project of helping
Korean students through school in
America.
1921

PAUL E. SISNEY , ex, Carbondale,
died November 19. He had been a
member of the Carbondale Community
High School Board. Mr. Sisney is sur
vived by his wife, Marguerite, his
mother, and a son, Paul E. Sisney, Jr.,
an SIU student.

1933

Major ROBERT CYRIL WILLIAMS,
U.S. Air Force, had served in Vietnam
prior to his death. He graduated from
the Air Command and Staff College at
Maxwell AFB, Ala. Major Williams
leaves his wife, Sue, and two sons.

1951

The Alumni Office also has been
notified of the following deaths:

Mrs. GRACE C. CRAIN Smith, 2,
Areola.

1912

Mrs. JEWELL BURNETTE Beck
ley, 2, Coulterville.

1927

Mrs. JUANITA RICHARDSON Van
Leer, Benton.

1933

1935

MARY LOUELLA WILLIAMS , Long

Beach, Calif.
Major John H. Lloyd, U.S. Air
Force, husband of GENEVA MADDEN
LLOYD , Houston, Tex.

1940

1942 Mrs.
Marshall
R.
Colberg
(PEGGY LOU DEAN ), Tallahassee, Fla.
1950 Mrs. LENA MAE FLYNN KING,
Canton.

Mr. WILLIAM HENDERSON , ex,
Caruthersville, Mo.
1952

1966

Mr. ROBERT G. BENSON , Cairo.

Honorable & Mentionable. . .

Three noted educators who have retired from active teach
ing have been named to emeritus status by the SIU board
of trustees.
They are Henry Nelson Wieman, John L. Childs, and
Eugene S. Lawler.
Childs and Lawler, both of whom were in the department
of educational administration and supervision, continue to
make their homes in Carbondale. Wieman, who was on the
philosophy department faculty, has moved to Grinnell, Iowa.
Remarking upon the retirement of Childs and Lawler,
Jacob O. Bach, their department chairman, told of their
value to the University:
"Both Dr. Childs and Dr. Lawler have made substantial
contributions to development of doctoral programs in edu
cation,'" Bach said.
"Their scholarship, broad knowledge, and keen insights
were beneficial not only to their students but to the staff of
the College of Education as well. The department is ex
tremely fortunate to have had the services of these two edu
cators."
Wieman likewise has drawn high praise from his former
department chairman, Willis Moore.
"With his empirical approach to the study of God," Moore
said, "he (Wieman) may be the prophet of the dawning
ecumenical era."
Childs, who came to SIU in 1959 after serving on the fac
ulty of Columbia University from 1927 to 1954, retired in
the spring of 1964 and has continued to reside on Carbondale
Route 3, where he spends much of his time writing.
A specialist in the philosophy of education, he has written
extensively concerning the unresolved problems in the educa
tion of American teachers.
His books include Education
and Morals; Science, Philosophy and Religion, and Education and the Philosophy of
Experimentation. In 1965
Childs received nationwide
honor when he was presented
the John Dewey Society's
Distinguished Service Award
for Lifetime Service to Edu
cation.
In 1966 he was elected to
the select membership of the
National Academy of Edu
cation.
DR. CHILDS
Lawler, who came to SIU
in 1962, was professor of education at Northwestern Uni

versity from 1934 to 1950 and at Florida State University
from 1950 to 1962. An expert in school finance and school
law, he is coauthor of Unfinished Business in American Education.
Lawler, who retired from the SIU faculty last year, has
greatly assisted area school surveys, and has participated as a
consultant to both the Illi
—
——
nois State Revenue Commis
sion and the Illinois Task
Force in Education. Since his
retirement, he has been en
gaged as a consultant to the
Broward County, Fla., school
system.
Wieman came to SIU in
1956 after twenty years as
professor of philosophy of
religion at the University of
Chicago
Divinity School,
among other positions.
When he retired earlier
this school year, he left his
papers to the SIU libraries.
At that time, Ralph E. Mc
DR. LAWLER
Coy, director of libraries, said the collection is expected to
make the University a major center for study of Wieman's
philosophy.
In June, 1966, SIU conferred upon Wieman the honorary
degree of Doctor of Humane Letters.
Wieman is author of a number of books, including Man's
Ultimate Commitment and Intellectual Foundation of Faith,
which received the annual
Philosophical Library Award
in 1960. The MacMillan
Company in 1963 published
as one in a series of volumes
The Empirical Theology of
Henry Nelson Wieman, in
which Editor Robert W.
Bretall paid the noted SIU
educator perhaps one of his
highest tributes:
"It is quite possible,"
Bretall wrote, "that he (Wie
man) may be what his stu
dents have almost unani
mously acclaimed him—the
most
comprehensive
and
DR. WIEMAN
most distinctively American theologian of our century."
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